Part I. Telomerase levels in human metastatic brain tumors show four-fold logarithmic variability but no correlation with tumor type or interval to patient demise.
Telomerase expression has been found in the majority of human neoplasms at their primary sites and, in some tumor types, has been correlated with patient prognosis. In part one of this two-part study, we investigated whether telomerase was expressed ubiquitously in metastases to the brain and whether varying levels of expression existed or correlated with patient prognosis. A second aim of this study was to acquire data on brain metastases preliminary to the investigation of whether the telomerase assay could be used for the detection of tumor cells in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). We investigated 35 brain metastases utilizing the sensitive telomeric repeat amplification protocol (TRAP) assay coupled with densitometric quantitation of telomerase levels on frozen, banked tissue specimens. Specimens metastatic to the brain analyzed in this study included melanoma, adenocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, germ cell neoplasm, squamous cell carcinoma, osteogenic sarcoma, and secondary lymphoma. Telomerase was found in 32 of 35 metastases. Quantitation of the telomerase products showed a fourfold logarithmic variation, following standardization of protein concentrations. Levels of telomerase expression showed no statistical correlation with either tumor subtype or interval from date of procedure to patient demise. Interestingly, in two patients with two metastatic samples each taken at discordant times, the telomerase levels were higher in the metastasis specimen taken closer to the time of demise. This suggests a possible increase in telomerase level within a given patient's neoplasm as the disease became more advanced, although too few cases were available to reach a firm conclusion in this regard. We conclude that most brain metastases express telomerase, albeit at widely varying levels, which are not clearly correlated with patient survival. These results influence the potential utility of telomerase analysis for the detection of small numbers of metastatic tumor cells in CSF, as addressed in the companion manuscript.